
Case Study

Designer/Builder: Eric Jensen

HVAC Contractor: Woodward 
Heating, Salem, Oregon

House Size: 1600 Sq. Ft.

Levels: 1

Spec or Custom: Speculative

Green Certifications: ENERGY STAR® 
Homes, Earth Advantage® New Homes

Ducts Inside Approach Used: 
Dropped Soffits & Inverted Soffits

Air Handler Location: Conditioned 
Mechanical Room Off Garage

HVAC System Type: Forced Air Gas 
Furnace

HVAC System Efficiency: 95% 

Fuel Type: Natural Gas

Name Location Climate Zone # of Homes Per Year

Company Pro�le

History

Timbercraft Homes Salem, Oregon

Timbercraft Homes is a small builder located in Salem, Oregon.  Owner Eric Jensen has been building 
speculative and custom homes for 15 years.  The builder’s homes earn third-party certifications from Earth 
Advantage® and ENERGY STAR®, and Timbercraft has completed 10 homes with ducts inside to date.    
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These case studies were made possible through the support of the U.S. Department of Energy and Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance.

Builder Motivations

Timbercraft Homes is committed to building energy efficient homes.  Involvement 
with Energy Trust of Oregon New Homes Program and Earth Advantage® and 
ENERGY STAR® certifications has led the builder through a progression of adopting 
energy efficiency measures such as ducts inside.  Additionally, a federal tax credit 
provided a financial incentive to help with the transition costs of building with ducts 
inside.  The initial experience proved the viability and cost effectiveness of building 
with ducts inside to the builder.

Typically, Timbercraft builds ducts inside on all of its two-story designs using open 
web floor trusses in conjunction with a conditioned mechanical room off the 
garage.  The builder believes the two-level “box over a box” design is a natural fit 
that allows for simple implementation of ducts inside. 

Builder Obstacles

The demonstration home built for this project was a single-story design, which the 
builder found slightly more challenging.  A strategy of inverted and dropped soffits 
was used to run the ducts.  The project required three additional days of labor to 
construct the soffits.  The builder intends to use customized trusses on future 
single-story projects to streamline the process of constructing the inverted soffits.     

     Everyone loves 
to come through 
to see our design 
work, but that 
gives us the 
opportunity to 
show them what 
the house can do 
for them to save 
them money. 

Eric Jensen, Owner, 
Timbercraft Homes
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     The benefit of 
building with 
ducts inside is 
that the HVAC 
contractors don't 
have to install in 
the wet and the 
cold. They are 
inside with a 
roof over their 
heads which 
leads to a better 
sealed system.

Ducts Inside Case Study

These case studies were made possible through the support of the U.S. Department of Energy and Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance.

Experience With Subcontractors

Timbercraft Homes has hired a select group of subcontractors who are experienced 
with the techniques required to build energy efficient homes.  The consistency of 
working with these subcontractors is very important to the builder’s success.  
Awarding the jobs to the lowest bidder would result in more of the builder’s time 
spent educating new crews with each job.  

Successful Strategies & Lessons Learned

A successful strategy utilized by Timbercraft Homes has been to provide an extra 
few inches of working space whenever possible for the ductwork.  The extra room 
improves the ductwork installation quality as well as the attitude of the HVAC 
contractor.   Another tip the builder offers is to use shorter depth beams where 
required to support long joist spans.  Normally the support beam is the same depth 
as the floor joists; however, this cross member creates a barrier to duct layout.  The 
shorter beam depth provides the needed space for a supply duct to pass under the 
beam.  

The builder believes the benefits of saving the customer money on energy costs 
enables them to add other amenities to the home.  Energy efficiency also improves 
the resale value of the home, making it a better investment. The builder believes 
building with ducts inside gives a new home a significant advantage over an 
existing home in the marketplace.  It is virtually impossible to have ductwork 
installed in conditioned space in an existing home.  Once customers understand 
the benefits of having a new home with ducts inside conditioned space, it will 
increase market demand.

Timbercraft educated its Realtor with onsite education during construction.  This 
experience enhanced the Realtor’s understanding of the strategy as well her ability 
to communicate to customers the techniques and benefits of ducts inside.  
Timbercraft markets the benefits of ducts inside through tours, open houses and 
social media, such as Facebook.  The builder promotes energy savings, comfort 
and improved indoor air quality as benefits of ducts inside.  

Customer feedback has been very positive regarding the energy savings.  A 
Timbercraft Homes’ customer was so surprised at the low cost of her energy bill 
that she contacted the utility company to investigate what was assumed to be a 
billing error.  The utility company compared the energy use to neighboring homes 
(built by Timbercraft), found no error, and confirmed to the homeowner that she 
owns a very energy efficient home.

Timbercraft Homes will continue to build with ducts inside the conditioned space 
whenever feasible.  The builder designs his own projects and now makes it 
standard practice to begin the design of a new home with the placement of the duct 
work and air handler.  The builder is committed to improving the energy efficiency 
of future projects and believes building with ducts inside is integral to meeting this 
goal.

Cost Data

For this single-story house, estimated extra labor and materials was $1880 due to 
on-site construction of soffits.  On a typical two-story simple design, the extra cost 
is approximately $1000.

Eric Jensen, Owner, 
Timbercraft Homes 
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